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~ TAKE-OFF “AND PROPELLEi THRUST* ‘“
[/

By Martin Schrenk

z. INTRODUCTION

Since the fi;ty-ninthreport of the D.V.L. (Deutsche
Versuchsanstalt fur Luftfahrt) (reference 1) no further
German treatises on the take-off distance have appeared.
Still that fundamental and meritorious work is incomplete
and unsatisfactory in many “respects.

In the calculation of the ground run the practical
engineer is disturbed by the disproportionality between
the complexity of the fundamental formula and the uncer-
tainty of the assumptions, especially as regards the pro-
peller thrust. Blenk develops an approximation formula,
whose degree of accuracy” is difficult to ascertain and
which he himself designates-as useful only for purposes
of comparison. .

This defect can be remedied by the development of an
extremely simple and yet accurate formula, which makes it
possible to ascertain simultaneously and directly the ef-
fect of the determinative quantities on the ground run
and the effect of alterations. It is derived from the di- W

agram of forces after deducting the friction of the ground
and the resistance of the air. The assumption of the pro-

i. portional decrease in the propeller thrust with the dynam-14 ic pressure, which is indispensable for every calculation, .
should be verified by comparison with propeller-model
tests. This leads almost necessarily to the use of a non,-;,
dimensional thrust formula derived for the purpose, which
can also serve well for other aviation purposes. These
wider relations, however, can be treated only by way of
suggestion, corresponding to the scope of the present
work.
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Moreover, in the above-mentioned work, .the actual
flight path after the take-off was replaced by a broken
line, with an arbitrary assumption (best criterion of
climb) for the flight condition in climbing. Aside from
the fact that the steepest climb does not take place with
the best criterion of climb, the disregard of the transi-
tion arc before the climb is accompanied by considerable
uncertainty. We will endeavor to calculate this arc, at
least approximately.

As a result of the work, it is endeavored to obtain,
along with the truest possible comprehension of the course
of the thrust, a complete, simple and clear formula for
the whole take-off distance up to a certain altitude,
which shall give the correct relative weight to all the
factors.

11. NOTATION

The notation is the same as in my previous work, with
the addition of the following symbols: (Reference 2.)

accelerating force.

ground fiction.

distance.

altitude at end of take-off distance.

radius of transition- arc.

coefficient of ground friction.

path angle during climb.

figure of merit (Bendemann).

e, 2, v, II, nondimensional coefficients for
speed, dynamic pressure, thrust, drag, and accelerating
force.. All the quantities are in homogeneous units.
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111 .“’DERIVATION OF THE TAKE-OFF, FORMULAS , ;

1, Simplif ted ‘Formules.for the Take-Off Run -..

During the ground run the airplane is subjected to
the propeller thrust, air resistance, and ground friction.
After deducting the last two from the propeller thrust,
the renaining force serves to accelerate the airplape.
Of course these deductions must be made before the forn&
tion of the differential equation, which may be expected
to simplify the solution considerably,.

For landplanes only the take-off distance is impor-
tant, while the time consumed does not matter. It is
therefore #expedient to form the differential equation so
as to obtain the ground run by’ a single integration.
Such is the case when the energy equation, instead of the
momentum equation, is taken.as the basis. The formula
then reads

or, with

Here P is the force available for acceleration at any
instant of the ground run. ~ According to Figure 1

T,@>.!.:,:::,:r...-.
PS-W’- R-’=

For the propeller thrust we choose, in agreement with Blenk,
the Aleyrac assumption of linear fall with the dynamic”
pressure. We shall see lqter how far this assumption is
justified. The air resistance and ground friction are pro-
portional ‘to the dynamic pressure in so far as the airplane
ru~s at a constant angle of attack. For simplicity, it
is first assumed that the. airplane runs and rises at the
same angle., of, attack (lift coefficient @ ● On this as-
sumption the ground run’ is’ somewhat longer than if it were
made at a nore favorable coefficient of lift. In Section
111,3 it mill be shown how the shortest ground run can he
regarded. Hence, we obtain, as shown in Figure 1, a lin-
ear course of the accelerating force P over the &ynamic

I ..
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pressure q 0$ the form \

P = PO. - ~=--~~ q
h

Thus equation (1) becomes

and finally, by integration,
●

G q~
s=- ,,. *

7P0-P1
(2)

This result is really quite simple.
(2) is not yet clear,

Nevertheless formula
since the two terms

are opposed and it is not immediately obvious as to which
predominates. Hence a further simplification will be un-
dertaken.

Instead of the linear drop from P. to P1 , it will
be assumed that the force

P. + PI
Pm = —2

the mean accelerating force, will act uniformly during the
whole take-off process. Consequently, equation (1) be-

.,comes

and integration yields

(3a)

This expression is, in fact, extremely simple and clear.
Its ahysical significance is test perceived from the’ fol-
lowing form

(3b)
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in which vl.2./2g is the speed ,of the airplane at the in-
stant of leaviilg the ground. It may therefore be said,,
that the ground-run is. equal to. Jhe,gpeed of the airplane
at the instant of leaving the ground multiplied-’by the rq-
tio of the weight to the mean accelerating force.

For practical use thS ground run may also be ‘expressed
in the following form, from which the connection with the
airplanes characteristics directly proceeds.

GG 1 ~
8X = — -—

I?m F caz Y
(3C)

2. Acamracy of the Approximation Formula ‘

The hatched area in Figure 1 contains the accelerating
forces P, which are determinative for the take-off. It
does not correspond, however, to the ground run, since the
latter was not obtained as an integral over Pdq, hut
over dq/P. The last integral denctes the area of a fig-
ure with the reciprocal acceleration forces as ordinates.
Since th”is figure iS not a trapezoid, but is bounded @n one
side by a curve, its area cannot be accurately expressed
by a mean ordinate Pm, and all the less, so:,,the greater
the difference between the initial and final ordinate.

The degree of accuracy of the approximation formula
is found %y ccmparing the accurate formula (2) with the
approximation formula (3a) at variable Po/Pl ● We then
obtain, for the ratio of an assumed true mean force Fmt
(for which the formulas (3) would be exact) , in addition
to the arithmetical mean

FO+F2Y
Pm = ~–—

used by US, the following formula ,,

In the ;afik degree as Pm! remains b.eh.ind Pm, the ground
run calculated by the approximation formula (3a) is also
too small. From Figure 2 it follows that the resulting
error is small, being lessthan 3 per cent “in the important
region below Po/P1 = 2. lAoreover the error is eabily cor-
rected by using the error curve in Figure 2.

—. ——
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The accuracy of ‘this calculation therefore depends
only on the reliability of the assumption regarding the
rectilinear fall of, the propeller thrust and on the accu-
racy o’f the values calcula,ted,for the torque stand and “
for the take-off. This matter will receive more detailed
attention farther on.

3. Minimum Ground Run - Effect of Wind

It is now easy, with formulas (3a) and (33), to cal-
culate also the shortest possille starting run. The
ground run is the shortost when the force P assumes its
maximum value at every instant. From the force diagram
it follows that this condition is directly fulfilled on
the resistance curve by t-he tang”ent from the point on the
ordinate which represents t-he ground friction. The gain
A Pm is inconsiderable in most cases. However, since
the process of determining the maximum” Pm is so simple,
it is always advisable to use it.

This means that the airplane runs with the angle ef
attack corresponding to qr ● On reaching q~ the pilot
pulls up to the corresponding angle of attack and thus
lifts the airplane from the ground. In I’igure 3 it is ob-
vious that the effect of this procedure is all the greater,
the smaller the ground friction in comparison with the
minimum air resistance, amd the nearer ql approaches
the minimum dynamic pressure. For a short ground run, ql
is made as small as possible, but we will see later that
the minimum t~t”al take-off distance is greatly “affected
by the transition arc and”lies therefore at a ‘somewhat
greater ql.

l!he effect of ‘ahead wind on the ground run’is a
double one. A head wind of Vw reduces the ground speed
required for the lift-off to V1 - Vw. A$ the same time
the propeller efficiency is increased and the thrust cor-
respondingly ieduced. The latter effect is of a subordi-
nate nature. In Figure 1 this is ta$en into account by
choosing the dynamic pressure %=2%2 as the initial

dynamic pressure instead of the origin. A somewhat small-
er value Pnw is thus obtained for the mean accelerating
force.

The reduction of the take-off speed can be expressed
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directly” in formula (3b). The” ground run .in.a head “wind

(3a)

.- -..?..--.., .,.

comparison with
the ground run in

;!

IIII SQ long as VW 2 remains small i,n
VIZ (i.e. ,,up to,about ~w/v~ = 0~2)*

1 a head wind can be converted with sufficient acctir
that in still air by the formula

Slw

S1 =
1 - 2 ‘$

S.cy to

(3e)

in which VI is the ground take-off speed (determined,
e.g., by photographic measurement) plus the measured wind
velocity Vw ● In the region under consideration this is..
Pm % Pmw.

It is ebvious from (3d) that a weak head wind has a
relatively great effect. A wind equal to 10 per cent of
the take-off speed, e.g., reduces the ground run by about
20 per cent.

4. Transition to Climb &----

The total take-off distance up to a given altitude
h consists of three phases (fig. 4): The ground, run
(=1) , the transition arc (s2)$ and the climb . ($3) ●

The known formulas disregard the transition arc,. though
the consequent error, as we shall see, is not always small.

After ,t~e lift-off, the pilot pulls on the centrol
stick and forces the airplane into an upward curve,. De-
spite the increased drag there is generally an” excess
m,omentum which carries the airplane along but,:.as the
slope “increases, t,his e,xcess,diminishes .and.~ay. even be-
come negative, so that the motion is retarded. On attain-
ing the best slope for cli~biilg, the pilot adjusts the
elevator control in the corresponding position and contin-
ues to climb in a straight line.* . - ~

*Zooms, such as ‘are often made in cbstacle races, are dis-
regarded here, since they have no commercial importance.
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The problem is nom to develop a gene,rql differential
equation for this motion and then, %y variation of the
independent variables, to determine the best form of the
transition arc. This problem is exceedingly conplex, due
to the interdependence” of the variables (distance, dynam-
ic pressure, air resistance). The difficulties in its
solution would be entirely disproportionate to the impor-
tance and the requisite accuracy of the calculation.
Hence only a simple approximation is ilere attempted.

First of all it is assumed tilat the airplane-, after
the take-eff, describes an arc with the cozastant radius
r, until it acquires the slope q suitable for continu-
ous c~inbing. For the moderate values of q (cosq~ 1)
involved, we then have

S2 = qlr (4)

First arises the question regarding the ratio between the
dynamic pressure and the- lift coefficient at constant r.
This is determined from the centripetal acceleration

V2—=
r

Herefrom,” with the known

1 Y “Ca
(-=.fir

d$- 1)

relations, we obtain

1

)
q (= const. )-- (5)

It is obvious that the lift coefficient at constant radius
is inversely proportional to the dynamic pressure, i.e.,
the pilot ~nast first pull up the elevator, then let it
lack a little and finally pull again stronge~< in order
to describe an arc. The radial acceleration then goes
with t-he dynanic pressure, while the tangential accelera-
tion depends” on the path forces.

Expression (5) holds good for every part of the arc, (
e.g., “the upper end. There expression (5) becones

=2Gr
1- - —.-—

Y F Ca2 - C~3’

since Ca is the lift coefficient at the end of S2.
?rom the transition arc is proportional to r,The 10S.S

‘which has its nininum value, when

Ca2 = camax
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Then ‘
,>. . ,.. .

2 G’,:. 1“
,r &=--—-~ 1? Can- - Ca?. .

..’.

No;”‘7”03 .9

(6)
.. .

The value of ca is first determined from the best co,n-
diti.on ,for climbfng. A smaller Ca may give a better
total distance, however, since the ~oss in the transition
arc is silallerb

The beginning of the arc will now %e considered and
the condition-s at the beginning (ca2’ )”” and at the end

~~%?~g to forrnuia ‘(5)

) of the arc will be conbined with each other a.c-
.

●

Ca2f camaxa7T-k=Ti’A
From this we obtain, by a simple transformation, the rela-
tion between the lift coefficients at a constant radius
of the arc.

ca~ax - Caa I =ca~- Cal (7)

Here cal and Ca21 are still entirely optional. A
uiniuum value of the ground run sl is obtained by (3C) ,
when Ca is as great as possible. According to formula
(7), how~ver, we have

since otherwise Caz
I would be g~m,eat.erthan canm ●

*

- We would thus have the obvious result that the distance
s~ + s~ would be the sna”llest when the beginning and end
of the arc “are flown at camax ●

The middle portion, on
the contrary would, according to fornula (5) , b?, souewhat

“snaller on account of the smaller Ca* ,“ ~ .

As to, how far this is pos,sib”le, depends on:,the”force
relations. Here it is very opportune that ‘the p:olar is’
generally very flat at the naximum lift, so that it is al-
uost always possible to fly in the vicinity of camax in
such a way. that the balanc.e.,of t’hq pa,th.fo~:ge,sis neutral-
ized. Appreciable deviatiori”s-can occur “on,ly.with airplanes
of ‘eXceptioilalJy large or snail excess powem~ In future

*The effect of the rate of”change’ of t~e’ arigle”of attack
on the maximuu lift is disregarded.

.
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we will ,therefore base ,ourcalculations
assumptions.

= Ca3, . that is, ql =“Cal

ca2 = Ca2’ = Camax

No. ““703

,,
on the follewing

q3

(8)

With respect to the simple geometric relation between the
forces duri-ng the climb

equations (4) and (6) then beccme

or
2 PI q<

s2’-———
‘Y G camax

— _ 1
cal .J

(9)

It now follows from Figure 4 that the lOSS fromthe transi-
tion arc equals just half of the transition distance S2,
since the airplane is theil climbing~ We can make the cal-
culation as if the airplane, immediately after leaving the
ground, were climbing at the angle ~, if we add .a lost
distance

,=q _ l“._=L ql
S2

‘G Camax ~YY Camax - Cal _

cal

(lo)

to the distances SL and S3 .

The climbing distance from the ground to the altitude
h, according to Figure 4, then becomes

(11)

Formula (10) is also quite helpful in the designing of air-
planes with respect to their. take-off characteristics.
The greatest effect on the distance S2 is produced by the
difference

camax. - Cal, Slotted wings and similar devices

for increasing the lift can increase this difference to a
multiple of its normal value and thus make the transition

,,,
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I
arc very short, as could recently ,he observed ,for the,,air,-
planes ”participating, in the EJro”p,ean circuit flight.*

p, . . ., ..-. . ... . . . . . -, . . .

IV. NONDIMENSIOIT&L THRUST DIAGRAMS{,
1

I 1. Bendemann~s Limit
,.

If it is desired to find a general law for thec,ourse
of the propeller thrust, inquiries will first be made re-
garding the physical possibilities of the upper limit.
It might indeed,happen that the actual tlirust curve would
closely follow the theoretical limit in a way similar to
the drag of a wing which differs from the induced drag
only by an almost constant amount,

The relatiori between the thrust limit and the speed
was indicated by Bendemann. (Reference 3.) In thi’s con-
nection he considers only the axial acceleration of the
slipstream, where t-ne additional speed and tile thrust are
considered uniformly distributed over tile w-nole cross sec-
tion of the slipstream. Further losses: which are occa-
sioned on the actual propeller by rota~ion of the slip-
stream, finite blade number and profi”~e drag, will be’ in-
cluded later in a figure of merit. We obtain. the relation
between the llidealllor limiting t’nrust Sid and the
flight speed v through the transformation of the two

b well-known expressions

2
Ta = ———

l+fl+cs

Sid
cs=—

P
5

V2 F~

with consideration of the circumstance that

Sid ~
,’”Ta=,.N .“

Therefrom follows .th~,:.:rni>ing ,_equa,tion for the ideal
thrust . ‘

Sid3’+2PFPNVS~d -2 P,Fsl~=0 ilz)
——-.Z.. —.—... — .-—.— — .—.--
*For unlimited camax in the limiting case, we would have
r=O. This would correspond .to a momentary deflection,
such as might be caused by a guide rail with a notch.
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as a functiori of the flight speed v, of the propeller -
disk area F9, of the engine power N , and of the air,
density P, For convenient evaluation, we will write equa-
tion (12)” in the fol”lowing.form:

2 P Fs ~?2 - Sid3
v = ——

29FsNSid

2. Nondimensional (S,v) Limiting Curve

Equation (13) can be easily made nondimensional.
For greater clearness we introduce

(2 P Fs N2)1’3= s’

and then obtain the expression

(13)

(14)

(15)

The left side of equation (15) is a nondimensional func-
tion of the s-peed; the right side, a nondimensional func-
tion of the thrust. In order to make the physical rela-
tion clearer, it is temporarily assumed that the power in-
cluded in the propeller disk is independent of the speed.
Then equation (14) is the well-known Bendemann expression
for the limiting thrust on the torque stand (Sid/S’) ,

that is, the ratio of the limiting thrust at the speed v
to the limiting thrust on the torque stand. The thrust
function drops from 1 to O when the speed function in-
creases from o to =. (Fig. 5.)

When N is constant, the abscissa represents the
speed and the ordinate the ideal thrust. If, on the con-
trary, N depends on v, then the two axes no longer
strictly represent this simple relation. We will see lat-
er, however, that N is generally sufficiently constant
in the range. of operation of actual propellers.
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3. Introduction. of Experimental Val-a?8

.,

(.-. . ltioreoVer, the experimental. vqlu.es. of actual propel-
lers can be introduced into this ”scilerne. It is only hec-
essary to substitute the experimental thrust S fOr theI

1 limiting thrust Sid. The two coordinates then receive
I the following designations..

St (2 P ~,s N2)’’3. =
1/3 i(2p3 =@,

v T“=v N
v

J

(16)
s—=-. ——

(2 P F: ia~ ,
,= zs!

It would %e very inconvenient, however, to calculate the
speed coefficient @ and the thrust coefficient 2 with
these formulas. Hence we introduce the coefficients ks,
kd, and ~ into formula (11) and obtain”

The abscissa t:~erefore behaves like the reciprocal of the
third root of the performance factor while the or-
dinate is of tile form Ca/CW2’3 and t~~~ef~re corresponds
to the well-known coefficient. of clial.

The experimental values can be very easily trans-
formed by calculation.with formulas (17) for our diagram.
For further facilitation the corresponding forrnul”as for
the evaluation of the American N.A.C.A. experiments are
given

@ = 1.16 A CP1’3 1
,,

; 1“
(17a)

x= 0.86 CT/C~2ia : : ‘ ~ .

An example is given in Figure 6. file axial efficiency’ ~
m: is plotted as the product “of ‘id“ and the correspondi-

ng @. Moreover @ Z = T holds good for ev,ery point
of the field according to formulas (17).

I
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Lines of constant efficiency (Tfree.) are plotted.

These show the efficiency it is possible to attain with
the individual propellers. The quality of the. propel-
lers under given conditions of operation is ineasured by
the degree of approximation to the limiting thrust. A. cri-
terion for this is the 3endemann figure of merit.

(18)

Air propellers can- thus be compared and evaluated. In the
most different propellers (of course, only good ones) , ~
is found to be remarkably constant. In the most important
range of operation, it has a value of 0.88 to 0.89. It
grows worse, however, on approaching the condition @–>oe
Yor this reason it is not possible in take-off calcula-
tions to use the. curve of the ideal thrust as the basis
of an approximation.

4. Revolution’ Speed and Engine Power

If it is at first assumed that the engine power is
constant, i.e.$ independent of the revolution speed, then
the latter .(n), according to the universal law of simil-
itude (M. Schrenk, 10C. cit.) for otherwise given dimen-
sions, is proportional to the third root of the effective
torque kd . The revolution speed for every propeller and
every opera$~ng condition can thus be easily determined
from the corresponding kd curve. If the engine power
is a function of the revolution speed, it was shown by M.
Sehrenk that two approximations for the n,lf curve make
it possible to d,et~rrnine satisfactorily the relations in
the whole practical range, namely,

With the aid of the:law of si~ilitude, these values can
be easily introduced into formulas (16) by substituting
for tho variable engine powqr a constant value, which’is
defined by a definite operating condition, e.g., the
torque stand. “For the law of tilb roots we then have

I
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If’it,is now considered that, according t“oFigures 8-10,
the effective torque kd gea,e’rally va.r”iesSn the prac-*–-
ticiilly””important region by only . .*2O to 2.5-p.er”..cent,

I
~he effect of the variation in “the effectiv6 torque on ‘

}\ formula’s (19a) is then so small that it can be di sregard-
~ ed for practical’ purposes.
J
1

If, on the contrary, the engine power follows the
I revolution speed (constant torque)* ‘t’hecoordinates become

(
F~ N )

1/3
@v2P—~= =“V(2 P +) ’’”(k&) ‘“

No N. 1..

1
s ‘s

.1

l/3
z = —— —= —... /’kd‘1

1/3 (19b)
1/3 L~/;

@ P FS N02 &j2) (2 P F6 N02) ..-

In this case, for any fairly accurate calculation, the ef-
fect of the revolution speed on the output can no longer
be disregarded. The velocity coefficient and thrust coef-
ficient of Figure 6 no longer represent any linear func,--
tion of the velocity and thrust, which is inconvenient
for flight calculations. This situation can be improved
by introducing new velocity and. thrust coefficients through
division by the corresponding kd functions.

o (4/k#’3 =

, !

1/3

Q’ =
l’s\

——-. = —. —..

(kd/kdo )“ ‘ (kd/kdo)” G Vepi;)

,., (20)

z
X1 = ~ %/(2%12’3 ,s.-a

(k@~o)
1/3

(kd/k~o)l’3 (2 P F6 ~02)’/3

*This is the assumption in the treatise on varia’ole-pitch
propellers published by Reissner and Schiller in the ,2,5Gth
IJ.V.L. Report (Z.F..M., Vol. 22,. 1931, No. 18,,pp. 5,5~-557,
and D.V.L. Yearbook, 1932). There thb nondimensional co-
efficients (l/es) XI’ (with a con8tant factor) and ks/kd
are used.. For the purposo of that. representation, there
was to bq followed, above all,, the effect of the variation
of the propeller pitch on the ti-rust at constant torque?
variable speed, aid at any revolution speed (preferably
constant)-.

,.
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With @* and ~t the coordinates of the general thrust
diagram (fig. 5] at consta,nt engine’ torque again receive
the signification of velocity and thrust. “The” reference
power No i’s the engine power at the torque-stand r.p.m.
of the propeller.

Graphs. of this kind are practical when there is much
calculation to be made with engines of constant torque.
They are not necessary, however, for take-off calcula-
tions, since allowance can easily be made for the varia-
tion of kd in this region by adopting a mean engine out-
put .

v. STATIC THRUST

1. Lack of Experimental Results

The N.A.C.A. data used in this treatise (there being
no German data available) lack in one particular; the
static thrust is” nowb.ere given. This is probably due to
the fact that the torque-stand conditions can never be ob-
tained in a wind tunnel with circulation, since, with the
blo~er stopped, the propeller generates its own relative
wind. In future ,tests the results should be supplemented
by a measurement of the static thrust with the same pro-
peller and arrangement, but outside the wind tunnel.

The British data (reference 4), which are not in-
clu,ded in this report but which have also been investi-
gated, are distinguished by a systematic choice of propel-
lers and also include the static thrust. Nevertheless,
due to their unbelievably high figure of “merit .(CO UP
to 90 per cent), these static-thrust data cannot be used,
bedause they were apparently obtained in a closed wind
tunnel. From Figure 7 it is obvious that tile inflow to
the propeller is completely changed by the walls of the
tunn 01.

The flow conditions on the torque stand were largely
determined by the experiments of Bendemann and Schmidt.
(Referen~e 5.) Glauert and Lock arranged the results of
their investigations, as established for the point A=o,
in a comprehensive picture of the course of the flow at
any positive and negative coefficient of advance and
thrust. (Reference 6.) From this it follows that, for
propeller6 which work at a suall positiv_e or negative
coefficient of advance, the air flows iilfrom all sides

,.

-1
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Iii.
~ with the formation .of a. sqrt of vortex ring. It is the,

m. latme,ralfnf-low whi ch has hi tilerto resi s.ted,all at tempts

i
to detielop a rat”idnal’theory of the,,pr.opel.l.er...n.n.th~.

~
torque stand. Probably it is also responsible for. the

j
i

previously mentioned decrease in the figure of merit, ev,on
in cases where the angle of attack of the llade is” still
below the critical point wi,th respect to the i@lo.w, and

j therefore the flow past the blade has probably not yet Pe-
:/ come detached. If this inflow .from all sides 1,s,preveilt-

ed by conducting the air between .w~l,ls,the, fl,ow p’ict,ure1
is smoothed out, thus correspon,d,ingly increasing the, fig-
ure of merit.

2. Quadratic Extrapolation

There is therefore nothing else to do but to extrapo-
late the static timust from the American data. In order
to proceod systematically, it was assumed that the thrust
coefficient is parabolic in the vicipity of zero coeffi-
cient of advance. This assumption was al’so warranted by
the use to be made of it.

In order to facilitate the parabolic extrapolation,
the test values were plotted ag;. inst the square of the
coefficient of advance. (Figs. 8-10. ) The small piece
between the last test point and the zero coefficient, of
advance was rectilinearly extended for the thrust coeffic-
ient . For the effective torque, on the cont,r.ary, the
curves were extrapolated according to their general course.
Naturally such a metho~ may raise certain doubts. It ap-
pears, however, to ke accurate enough for the, purpose* ‘
and yields, moreover, too low rather than too high static-
thrust values, thus affecting the chlculatio,n.on the safe
side. Of course it would be bet,ter if-measured static-
thrust data were a.vallablq. .,

... ,..

3. Static-Thrust Figure of Merit

,.

I?rom these test results, the static-thrust figurra of ..:.
merit

.
.,

.—..--.-~,
*&rom the faot that, fcr the calculzltion of. the. ground run,
it is integrated over q, it follews that the ,conditfon
in the vicinity of v = ‘O does not matter-much”.- “’

—.
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to= ‘sO “CTO

(2 kdo)’is —= 0086Cpo2/3 (21)

can now be calculated. Since, according to Section III,
the static thrust is necessary for the take-off calcula-
tion, the static-thrust figures of merit must be ‘specially
determined, in order to provide a basis for the approxi-
mate calculation. Lacking a rational theory of the static
thrust, which would deternine the effect of the propeller.
shape, one is left in doubt as to what parameter the stat-
ic-thrust figure of merit should be plotted against. It
can be safely said only that the flow will separate at too
high a blade angle. Since the blade angle, however, de-
pends on the pitch ratio H/D, this should be chosen as
an independent variable. Thus we obtain Figure 11, in
which a.broken line interpolates the co values measured
on three series of propellers.

‘The resulting static-thrust figure of merit of 0.’74
in the most favorable region in considerably lower than
what is customarily assumed. The comparison of the ground
runs calculated with these low values with the measured
ru’ns, makes it probable, however, that the low values are
correct.

Under the corresponding assumption that co is prob-
ably constant in the custoaary region (with otherwise like
@qcution) we have, according to equation (16),

S0 - F51’3 N D2i3

‘l!h~q shqws how much can be gained in the static thrust by
increqsi”$g the diameter, whereby large diameter variations
natw~a”~~y’necessitate corresponding variations in the rev-
olutzofi kpeed, for the propeller to remain in the best
workiqg rangq,.

v~t” FLIGHT RELATIONS

1. Thrust and Drag against the Dynamic Pressur’e

Since the tqke-off formulas ia Sqction TII are based
on the dyqamiq pr~ssure, it is also logical to’’plot the
nondimensional thryst cwve against t:le dynanic pressureo
For this purpose, Q is”~imply squared according to formu-
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las (16) and (17), giving

‘(%)%9’’3’’2$3’’3”=(:$’3=’ (22)@?=q

Figures 12 and 13 were plotted with this abscissa. Of
course the Bendemann limit also occu’rs”‘here.

.,

It is now necessary to introduce into this rbp’resenta-
tion the drag @f the given air~lane in addition, to ttib the-
oretical calculations. .,This method seems more practical
than that of plotting the thrust curves in a drag diagrdm
since, in the first case, it is necessary to “calculate an-d
plot only a single curve lut’, in the other case, a whole’
group .

lMoreover, the drag curve in, normal flight is very
easy to plot, if it is remembered that, according to known
relations (with Cw

P
and Cw? as constants) , it is”com-

posed of a straight line through the origin .(head resista-
nce) and an equilateral hyperbola (induced drag) , which
latter can be easily constructed with a few subsidiary
lines. The fleviations of the actual resistance curve from
this ideal curve need to he considered only in “the region
of high lift coefficients (below Gc).

The drag of an airplane is therefore based on the ap-
proximate quailtity S! (equation 14) corresponding to the
ideal static thrust, and tho new nondimensional va.1.uois
then obtained for the drag ~

v= w.— ——
1/.3

(2 PI’S N2),
,(’23)

The drag coefficient W corresponds perfectly to Z in its
application in the force diagram. If, for example, we
have Fws and Wmin (= ~min G), then Fws = constant

means a definite line through the origin. (1/ioreaSout this
in the next section.), TJmin = constant is a parallel to

the abscissa at the distance

T...v —— min—. .-.-..
min =

(2 P Fs N’”)m

At the point of best lift-drag ratio the head “resistance
is just half of the total drag. From this we obtain

.

..,.. . —.. -..,.... .. . ,_____ - ...-.——.—.— .—
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e~ and qe. Koreover the w-~,ole drag curve can be plotted
as a hyperbela according t,ok~own ilethod.s (Sfltte I).

2* Drag Increase in Slipstream

“Thus far the procedure has been as t:~ough the propel-
ler and airplane were working indepe~id.ently of each otl~er.
In reality the velocity field of t~~e airplue disturbs
the slipstream, and tha latter increases the drag of the
airplane.

Generally ,this phenomenon is sunmarily accounted for
by ti~dUCtfE~ ~~ from the @ropaller thbust, which is ex-
pressed “oy t“ae distu.rba.nce factor ~s as follows:

s -Aw=~ss (24)

We” will calculate in a practical mamner, as though
only the qua,atity ~~ s! were present instend of tke ref-
erence quantity S1. (Equation i4. ) l’rem o-ar diagram we
then obtain

7
s= ~ Ts s’ \

L“( (25)

We must bear in ~ind- that, according to eq:~ation (.25)with
the introduction of ~ ;,;/:s s’ tlie drag curve is in-
craasad ‘UY the factor while the tl.rust curves re-
main unaltered. T’his may ~~en c~llfusin~ at tirst tkou~ht,

but is no more than a change in the scale to save work in
plotting.

3. Propel ler-lllate Ratio and Load Factor

Moreover, with the aid of equations (22) and (25),
we can write

t- W s Cs
——— = ——.. = —~=
4q’ns~s 4qYs4

for the lines through the origin. After the transposition
~ith W/q = Fw we have
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Since $ and Z may be exchanged in th~ diagram, we ob-
tain, with equations <17) and (22),

.Lr-

6
0.25 ;,.= 0.25X=

F ~
Lines through the origin ~~ =

lines of constant load factor.

{26)

constant) are therefore

The load factor depends
(aside from the disturbance factor ‘rIs)only on,the .arqa
ratio Fs/Fw.

If the lines for constant %/%’8 are now drawn (figs-

11 and 12), they immediately “give a pict”ur.e of the load
factor at every point of the field.. The load factor de-
termines the maximum efficiency.

In the quantity Fs/Fws we find an old acquaintance,

namely, the propeller-blade ratio- It was previously
found that this ratio determined tho load factor for the
best lift-drag ratio. It was

When it is recalled that ?W s = ~ Fwc, the identity of

this expresd on with equation (26) is confirmed. Only equa-
tion (26) is much more general and holds good for any op-
eration point.

In Figure 14 these relations are illustratedby an
example. The drag curve is determined by

‘4min = 0.25

and
1’s

4%~=,.

from which follows e~=2

The drag curve is plotte~ ~g a hyperbola between ordinates
and the given line by 4.

‘s ‘~8
= Below e~ a mean curve

is added under consideration of the separation phenomenon.
Three propeller curves are plotted for choosing from. The
choice of the right propeller depends on the use and. also
on the revolution speed.
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‘... ‘4.. Thrust Curves.

. .

,,.

Since the load factor, efficiency and coefficient of—
advance are constant along the, line through the origin,
such a group of lines can be ea,sily used for plotting the
thrust curves, similarly to the method previously followed
in the (N,v) diagram with the aid of the thrust parabola.
Here the relationship between thrust, engine power and air
density mu~t be taken into consideration, which, in corre-
spondence with the formula for the static tilrust, then be-
comes

(27)

If therefore the engine output is, reduced 59 per cent,
ecgcs the thrust drops, for the sam,e coefficient of advance,
to 0.52/3 = 0.63 of the original. All the ordinates along
the lines through the origin are now shortened, in order to
obtain the points for the thrust curve at 50 per cent eil-
gine output.

Since the present work chiefly concerns the take-off,
we will not carry this line of thought further, nor illus-
trate it by diagrams.

VII. PRACTICAL EXAMPLE

The above deductions and statements will now be ill-~s-
trated tiy an example. For this purpose we have cilosen
a (+era~n sport biplane whose aerodynamic c-haracteristics
were derived from flight-perforrnaace data in the previous-
ly mentioned work by the writer. The total take-off dis-
tance up to a flight altitude of 20 m (a.bout 65 feet) will
be calculated. The data-for the airplane are as follows:

No = 330 Ilp Fw~ = 1.45 mz

G = 1835 kg b-j, = 13.6 m

1? 36.’7 W2 %i n = 1/10 (= f(~i, Fws))=

D- = -3m ‘l-IS = 0“85
,,,

,From thes:e values we obtain ‘

qc = 63 kg/ma and c- = 0.80” ‘
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for the flight condition of best lift-drag ra$io with a
wing loading of about 50 kg/rn2 (10.24 lb./sq.ft.). For
plotti,ng in the nondimensional propeller-thrust diagram,
the. fundamental value of the ordinates must first be de-

,“ termined “from equation (25).
,
I,’ q~ St = 0.85 X 1025 = 870 kg.,

In the calculation of S1 we assume that N = Nob since’
the effect of the, variation in the revolution speed..in
taking off is small. Here the ordinate of the minimum
drag is

Wmin = 0.1 X 1835 = ~C21l“min = — ‘—
‘q~ s! 870

The second place for the drag hyperbola is the line thraugh
the ordinate with

Fs
Ts ~; = 4.15 ,.

The intersection of these two lines-yields “-

8C = 1.74

Now the drag curve is plotted (fig. 15) to the right
of ec as a b.yperbola, and to the left with a rounding
up to contact with the vertical line corresponding to

camax = 1.3, whose abscissa should be 6min (the airplane

in question having a profile with a fixed center of pres-
sure) . On the basis of this complete thrust di’agrarn,we
must first select a particular propeller. ,Qf the thgee
metal propellers plotted, only the one with the 20’.4 ad=
justment ,* according to the conditions, COifleSinto the
question, since tho take-off thrust rapidly decreases with
increasiilg blade” angle. This propeller ‘will ’serve as t:~e
basis for our further consideration~’ ~~ ‘

.,’

Formulas (3), (10) , and (11) show a“”+etiy.tii.versified
dependence on the determ~nativo quantities Pm, PX,and
Ca . For the explanation, especially of the effect of

1
,.

*And also an adjustment in its vicinity, whereby t’he diam-
eter and revolution speed must be taken into’ consideration.
(Section IV, 4.)

.. ,,., , . .
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the transition arc (s2)) the take-off distance will
therefore be calculated for various lift coefficients,
wh”ose minimum value (0.8) corresponds to Cmin’ After in-
troducing the numerical values, the corresponding formu-
las read

‘1 =

S21=

S31=

73000
Cal Pm

1 Pz
— ——-----
46 Camax - Cal

36700
D

In the calculation it is advisable to introduce, in place
of the P values, the nondimensional coefficients ‘n =

g~ ~ which can be taken directly from the thrust dia-
Before measuring mm the portion of the thrust

curve between O and el is represented b,y a straight
line by eye measurement. Tine ground-friction coefficient

w was assumed to be 0.075.

Figure 16 shows the result of the calculation plotted
against the lift coefficient. It is obvious that the
transition arc plays an important role only with lift co-
efficients in the vicinity of Camax” Nevertheless, the

numerical value of the transition arc can no longer be
disregarded in the best total distance. Here it is about
30 m (98 ft.). The error from using ap”proxi.mation formu-
la (3) for the ground run is small in comparison, being
3 m (10 ft.) at the most.

With the exacted restraint, the conclusion can be
drawn from the example that the best total take-off dis-
tance is obtained when the airplane is lifted off the
ground by the dynamic pressure of steepest climb (maximum
climbing power) and then, after the shortest possible and
yet uniform transition, is brought to a steady climb with
the sane dynamic pressure.*

Attention is also called to the fact that no such
good agreement between calculatioil and experiment can be

———.—.-

*This is moreover a long-knOWn rllle”camOng teSt pilots-
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expected” in the take- off di8tance as in other flight per-
formances notwithstandiilg the greatest care in ‘the qalcu-->, .
lation. “’”Ina-ccuraci”es in the assump.tioqs (,.9&peci ally the
effect of the slipstream on the drag and lift, and t-fie’
grouzid eff6ct (reference 7), and tile peculi ar’i’ties of the

}
individual pilots may cause considerable discrepancies.

\ With this reservation the test results obtained by the
) D.V.L. with the calculated specime”n are:

Ground run, 1’70 m ( 558 ft. )

Total take-off di stance, 525 m (1,722 ft. )

The ground run agrees satisfactorily with the calculated
distance. On the contrary, the discrepancy in the climb
is striking. It is presumable that the pilot took no
pains to keep this distance as short as possible. The
discrepancy may be very great, especially in the transi-
tion stretc’h, when flown at too suall a coefficient of
lift.

VIII. SUMiviARY

The take-off consists of three parts: ground run,
transition arc and climb to a given altitude, all” three
parts being taken together and calculated as a unit. The
flight condition for the miaiwua ground run is obtained
directly from the force diagran. A special consideration
shows that the shortest total distance is obtained, when
tile lift-off is made with the lift coefficient of the”
climb and the transition arc is flown with the maximum
lift. Under the conditions the total take-off distance
s is calculated from the formula

,.

‘G G 1 PI 1 G.
s = — ——— -——

Pm.Y 1? Cal + Y F cana~-~~~ + h ~,- 1.
.

The importance of the individual airplane character-
istics (weight, accelerating force, wing a,rea a,nd lift
coefficient) for the ‘take-off distance proceeds directly
from this extremely simplified formula, The ground run
is the product of the take-off speed and the ratio of the
accelerating force to the weight. The effect of the wind
during the. gro”und run is nearly proportional to the.square
of the air speed. The importance of tile transition arc
increases with the climbing power and decreases as the
eXcess lift increases. .s’

.

—
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??or calculating the accslerat,ing force Pm and the
climbing power PI , a new nondimensional thrust-pressure
diagram is developed, containing a theoretical upper lim-
it for the thrust which greatly. facilitates the search
for, the best propeller. In this connection the static
tilrust is more carefully considered. The Aleyra.c assump-
tion of a rectilinear course .of the propeller thrust with
respect to the dyila~ic pressure can be retained, since the
actual thrust curve in the take-off region (but only in
this region) can be closely approximated by a straight
line. The static-thrust figures of r~erit to be introduced
in this connection are considerably lcwer than the cus-
tomary values. It is further shown how the drag curve
easily conforms to this form of presentation. In this
connection remarkable theoretical conclusions were, reached,
which, however, could only be considered briefly. .,

Lastly it is shown by means of a numerical example
that the best lift coefficient for the take-off and climb
are about the same as for the steepest climb. At still
higher lift coefficients the effect of the transition a,rc
is preponderant. Such high lift coefficients d.o not, how-
ever , come into the question on account of the danger in-
volved, so that it may be said that the minimum practical
take-off speed generally yields the shortest take-of-f
distance, if flomil steadily.

Beyond the scope of this paper, the work indicates
ways to a general force diagram, which makes it possible
to get a clear conception of all the phenomena of throt-
tled and of unthrottled flight.

Translation by Dwight M. Miner,
lTational Advisory Committee
for Aeronautics. i
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0
‘1 q+ q

Figure Z.-For calculating the minimum ground run.
Tilemaximum accelerating forces and con-

sequently the minimum ground run is obtained by a
tangent of R. on the drag curve. The cross-hatched
area or &?m represents the thus-obtained incr~’se
in the accelerating force:

Figure 4.-For calculatin~ the transition arc. The
transition is assamed to bc the arc of a

circle. The loss from the transition arc is repre+
seated ~b~a subsidiary dist~nse s~ whicilcorresponds
to a clim’oin~distance of S3.

Figs.3,4,5
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Figure 5.-Bendeman.nlimiting curve for th~st in
nondim-ensionalrepresentation. S corre+

spends, in the use of engine power on torque stand,
to the Bendeman.nideal static t’lqmst.
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Figure 12.-Nondimensionalgraphs of thimst over dynamicpressure.In the take-offregion the tlmust
curves can be easily replacedby straightlines. The differencesin tinestatic thrust be-

tween the wooden propellerand the metal propellerare noteworthy.Lines of constantload factor are
also -olottedthrou@ the origin.
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Figure 15.-Thrust and resistance.cuves for “theexmmle. The hatched
area again determines the ground run. In it tinepropeller-

thrust curve is rqresented by a straight lim,
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S17’ I the transition arc yields for

.d~ ~ c = 1.1 a minimum value for
....... ,.y t~e total take-off distance
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up to an altitude of 20 m.
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